
 
 

 

WEOS-17-01: Security Advisory 
CRITICAL / HIGH / MEDIUM / LOW 2017-05-30 

Description 

This advisory contains information on how to mitigate a vulnerability reported in CVE-2016-10229 

that affect Viper12A based products when the DHCP server is enabled (disabled by default). 

A flaw in the Linux kernel version deployed with Viper12A based products, when DHCP server is 

enabled, allows attackers with network access to a vulnerable WeOS to full root shell access. 

The official CVE description of this vulnerability reads as follows: 

CVE-2016-10229: udp.c in the Linux kernel before 4.5 allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary 

code via UDP traffic that triggers an unsafe second checksum calculation during execution of a recv 

system call with the MSG_PEEK flag. 

Affected products 

 The entire Viper 12A product line: 

o Viper-112A (all variants) WeOS versions 4.19.2 and 4.20.0 

o Viper-212A (all variants) WeOS versions 4.19.2 and 4.20.0 

Impact 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability leads to full device compromise, granting an unauthorized 

attacker full access. 

Our investigations have only found one execution path to this vulnerability. Following standard 

recommendations on network hardening, the risk is greatly reduced as the vulnerable DHCP service 

is disabled by default and typically only exposed to more secure networks when enabled. 

Please consider our recommended mitigation below to minimize risk. 

Severity 

Our severity score is calculated as if the device where configured according to our recommendations. 

The NVD CVSSv3 severity base score for this vulnerability is 9.8 

The Westermo CVSSv3 severity base score for this vulnerability is 8.1 

 



 
 

 

Mitigation 

Only Viper12A based devices with WeOS version 4.19.2 and 4.20.0 and with the DHCP server 

enabled are affected. 

We strongly recommend affected users to upgrade to the latest version, see Updates section for 

more information. 

With respect to deployment specific circumstances, users that do not want to upgrade are advised to 

ensure the DHCP server is only exposed to internal (local) networks assuming they are considered 

more secure (or trusted). 

Updates 

This issue is corrected in WeOS version 4.21.0 that is available for download at 

http://www.westermo.com 
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